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Abstract
We consider classical and quantum mechanics for an extended
Heisenberg algebra with additional canonical commutation relations
for position and momentum coordinates. In our approach this addi-
tional noncommutativity is removed from the algebra by linear trans-
formation of coordinates and transmitted to the Hamiltonian (La-
grangian). Since linear transformations do not change the quadratic
form of Hamiltonian (Lagrangian), and Feynman’s path integral has
well-known exact expression for quadratic models, we restricted our
analysis to this class of physical systems. The compact general formal-
ism presented here can be easily realized in any particular quadratic
case. As an important example of phenomenological interest, we ex-
plored model of a charged particle in the noncommutative plane with
perpendicular magnetic field. We also introduced an effective Planck
constant ~eff which depends on noncommutativity.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that the standard n-dimensional quantum mechanics (QM)
is based on the Heisenberg algebra
[xˆi, pˆj] = i ~ δij, [xˆi, xˆj ] = 0, [pˆi, pˆj ] = 0, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, (1)
which Hermitian operators for position and momentum coordinates satisfy
in the Hilbert space of any standard quantum-mechanical system. However,
in the last few years there has been an intensive interest in investigation of
noncommutative QM (NCQM) which mainly starts from the commutation
relations
[xˆi, pˆj] = i ~ δij, [xˆi, xˆj ] = i ~ θij, [pˆi, pˆj] = 0, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, (2)
where θij are constant elements of a real antisymmetric (θij = −θji) n × n-
matrix Θ. Although the first considerations of noncommutativity (NC) (2)
go back to the 1930’s (see, e.g. [1]) the real excitement began in the 1998
when spatial NC of the form [xˆi, xˆj ] = i ~ θij appeared in the low energy
string theory with D-branes in a constant background B-field (see reviews
[2], [3] and references therein).
Adopting the NC (2), one has wider than standard uncertainty, i.e.
∆xi∆pj ≥ ~
2
δij , ∆xi∆xj ≥ ~
2
|θij |, (3)
which prevents from simultaneous accurate measuring not only usual xi and
pi but also spatial coordinates xi and xj (i 6= j). One often takes θij = θ εij ,
where (εij) = E is the unit n×n antisymmetric matrix with εij = +1 if i < j.
Due to the uncertainty ∆xi∆xj ≥ ~2 |θ|, (i 6= j), a spatial point is not a
well defined concept and the space becomes fuzzy at distances of the order√
~ |θ|, which may be much larger than the Planck or string length.
Most portion of the research in this subject has been mainly devoted
to noncommutative field theory (for reviews, see e.g. [2] and [3]). NCQM
has been also actively explored. It is motivated by the fact that NCQM
can be regarded as the corresponding one-particle nonrelativistic sector of
noncommutative quantum field theory. Also it provides construction of non-
commutative models suitable for the theoretical research and for potential
experimental tests. To this end, many two-dimensional models have been
studied and possible noncommutative contributions to the well-known effects
(Aharonov-Bohm effect [4], lowest Landau level [1], fractional Hall effect [5],
...) have been investigated.
Evolution in NCQM has been mainly investigated using the Schro¨dinger
equation. The path integral method has attracted less attention, however
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for systems with quadratic Lagrangians a systematic investigation started
recently ( see [7]-[9] and references therein).
We consider here n-dimensional NCQM which is mainly based on the
following algebra
[xˆa, pˆb] = i ~ (δab − 1
4
θac σcb) , [xˆa, xˆb] = i ~ θab , [pˆa, pˆb] = i ~ σab , (4)
where (θab) = Θ and (σab) = Σ are the antisymmetric matrices with constant
elements. This kind of an extended noncommutativity maintains symmetry
between canonical variables and yields (2) in the limit σab → 0. We sup-
pose that |θσ| ≪ 1. The algebra (4) allows simple reduction to the usual
commutation relations
[qˆa, kˆb] = i ~ δab, [qˆa, qˆb] = 0, [kˆa, kˆb] = 0, (5)
using the following linear transformations:
xˆa = qˆa − θab kˆb
2
, pˆa = kˆa +
σab qˆb
2
, (6)
where summation over repeated indices is understood. It was shown recently
[10] that NC (4) is suitable for study of possible dynamical control of deco-
herence by applying perpendicular magnetic field to a charged particle in the
plane. This property also gives possibility to observe NC.
In this paper we present compact general formalism of NCQM for quadratic
Lagrangians (Hamiltonians) with the above form of the NC. The formal-
ism developed is suitable for both Schro¨dinger and Feynman approaches to
quantum evolution. There are now many papers on some concrete models
in NCQM, however, to our best knowledge, there is no article on the evalua-
tion of general quadratic Lagrangians (Hamiltonians). Especially, Feynman’s
path integral method to the NC has been almost ignored. Note that quadratic
Lagrangians contain an important class of physical models, and that some of
them are rather simple and exactly solvable (a free particle, a particle in a
constant field, a harmonic oscillator). The obtained relations between coeffi-
cients in commutative and noncommutative regimes give possibility to easily
construct effective Hamiltonians and Lagrangians in the particular noncom-
mutative cases.
Sec. 2 contains various expressions for quadratic Lagrangians and Hamil-
tonians in commutative and noncommutative regimes, as well as relations be-
tween them. In Sec. 3, the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation and Feynman
path integral are written down. As an example of important phenomeno-
logical interest [10], a charged particle in the noncommutative plane with
homogeneous perpendicular magnetic field is presented in Sec. 4. In the last
section, we discuss and emphasize some main results.
3
2 Quadratic Lagrangians and Hamiltonians
We start with general quadratic Lagrangian for an n-dimensional system,
with position coordinates xT = (x1, x2, · · · , xn), which has the form
L(x˙, x, t) =
1
2
(
x˙Tα x˙+ x˙Tβ x+ xTβT x˙+ xTγ x
)
+ δT x˙+ ηTx+ φ , (7)
where coefficients of the n × n matrices α = ((1 + δab)αab(t)),
β = (βab(t)), γ = ((1 + δab) γab(t)), n-dimensional vectors δ = (δa(t)),
η = (ηa(t)) and a scalar φ = φ(t) are some analytic functions of the time t.
Matrices α and γ are symmetric, α is nonsingular (detα 6= 0) and superscript
T denotes transposition.
The Lagrangian (7) can be rewritten in the more compact form:
L(X, t) =
1
2
XT M X +NT X + φ, (8)
where 2n× 2n matrix M and 2n-dimensional vectors X, N are defined as
M =
(
α β
βT γ
)
, XT = (x˙T , xT ) , NT = (δT , ηT ). (9)
Using the equations pa =
∂L
∂x˙a
, one finds x˙ = α−1 (p − β x − δ). Since
the function x˙ is linear in p and x, the corresponding classical Hamiltonian
H(p, x, t) = pT x˙− L(x˙, x, t) becomes also quadratic, i.e.
H(p, x, t) =
1
2
(
pTAp+ pTBx+ xTBTp+ xTCx
)
+DTp+ ETx+ F, (10)
where:
A = α−1, B = −α−1 β, C = βT α−1 β − γ,
D = −α−1 δ, E = βT α−1 δ − η, F = 1
2
δT α−1δ − φ . (11)
Due to the symmetry of matrices α and γ one can easily see that matrices
A = ((1 + δab)Aab(t)) and C = ((1 + δab)Cab(t)) are also symmetric (A
T =
A, CT = C). The nonsingular (detα 6= 0) Lagrangian L(x˙, x, t) implies
nonsingular (detA 6= 0) Hamiltonian H(p, x, t). Note that the inverse map,
i.e. H → L, is given by the same relations (11).
The Hamiltonian (10) can be also presented in the compact form
4
H(Π, t) =
1
2
ΠTM Π+N T Π+ F, (12)
where matrix M and vectors Π, N are
M =
(
A B
BT C
)
, ΠT = (pT , xT ) , N T = (DT , ET ) . (13)
One can show that
M =
3∑
i=1
ΥTi (M)M Υi(M), (14)
where
Υ1(M) =
(
α−1 0
0 −I
)
, Υ2(M) =
(
0 α−1β
0 0
)
,
Υ3(M) =
(
0 0
0 i
√
2 I
)
,
(15)
and I is n× n unit matrix. One has also N = Y (M)N, where
Y (M) =
( −α−1 0
βT α−1 −I
)
= −Υ1(M) + ΥT2 (M) + i
√
2 Υ3(M) , (16)
and F = NT Z(M)N − φ, where
Z(M) =
(
1
2
α−1 0
0 0
)
=
1
2
Υ1(M)− i
2
√
2
Υ3(M) . (17)
Using auxiliary matrices Υ1(M),Υ2(M) and Υ3(M) in the above way, Hamil-
tonian quantitiesM,N and F are connected to the corresponding Lagrangian
ones M,N and φ.
Eqs. (6) can be rewritten in the compact form as
Πˆ = Ξ Kˆ, Ξ =
(
I 1
2
Σ
−1
2
Θ I
)
, Kˆ =
(
kˆ
qˆ
)
. (18)
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Since Hamiltonians depend on canonical variables, the transformation (18)
leads to the transformation of Hamiltonians (10) and (12). To this end, let
us quantize the Hamiltonian (10) and it easily becomes
H(pˆ, xˆ, t) =
1
2
(pˆTA pˆ+ pˆTB xˆ+ xˆTBTpˆ+ xˆTC xˆ) +DTpˆ+ ETxˆ+ F, (19)
because (10) is already written in the Weyl symmetric form.
Performing linear transformations (6) in (19) we again obtain quadratic
quantum Hamiltonian
Hθσ(kˆ, qˆ, t) =
1
2
(
kˆTAθσ kˆ + kˆ
TBθσ qˆ + qˆ
TBTθσ kˆ + qˆ
TCθσ qˆ
)
+ DTθσ kˆ + E
T
θσ qˆ + Fθσ , (20)
where
Aθσ = A− 1
2
BΘ+
1
2
ΘBT − 1
4
ΘC Θ, Dθσ = D +
1
2
ΘE,
Bθσ = B +
1
2
ΘC +
1
2
AΣ+
1
4
ΘBT Σ, Eθσ = E − 1
2
ΣD,
Cθσ = C − 1
2
ΣB +
1
2
BT Σ− 1
4
ΣAΣ, Fθσ = F .
(21)
Note that for the nonsingular HamiltonianH(pˆ, xˆ, t) and for sufficiently small
θab the Hamiltonian Hθσ(kˆ, qˆ, t) is also nonsingular. Aθσ and Dθσ do not
depend on σ, as well as Cθσ and Eθσ do not contain θ.
It is worth noting that Hamiltonian (20) with noncommutativity (4) is
equivalent to Hamiltonian (21) with ordinary commutation relations (5). Dy-
namics depends on parameters θ and σ, what is more obvious from Hamilto-
nian (20) than relations (4). Consequently phase space transformations (6)
are not (and should not be) canonical, because dynamics of our system is
given not only by Hamiltonian (20) but with (20) and (4). In the case σ = 0,
a similar result for Hamiltonian with parameter θ is obtained by the Moyal
product procedure [6].
Classical analogue of (20) maintains the same form
Hθσ(k, q, t) =
1
2
(kTAθσ k + k
TBθσ q + q
TBTθσ k + q
TCθσ q)
+ DTθσ k + E
T
θσ q + Fθσ .
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In the compact form Hamiltonian (20) becomes
Hˆθσ(Kˆ, t) =
1
2
KˆT Mθσ Kˆ +N Tθσ Kˆ + Fθσ, (22)
where 2n× 2n matrix Mθσ and 2n-dimensional vectors Nθσ, Kˆ are
Mθσ =
(
Aθσ Bθσ
BTθσ Cθσ
)
, N Tθσ = (DTθσ , ETθσ), KˆT = (kˆT , qˆT ). (23)
From (12), (18) and (22) one can find connections between Mθσ, Nθσ, Fθσ
andM, N , F , which are given by the following relations:
Mθσ = ΞT M Ξ , Nθσ = ΞT N , Fθσ = F. (24)
Using equations q˙a =
∂Hθσ
∂ka
which give k = A−1θσ (q˙ − Bθσ q − Dθσ), we
can pass from the classical form of Hamiltonian (20) to the corresponding
Lagrangian by relation Lθσ(q˙, q, t) = k
T q˙−Hθσ(k, q, t). Note that coordinates
qa and xa coincide when θ = σ = 0. Performing necessary computations we
obtain
Lθσ(q˙, q, t) =
1
2
(
q˙Tαθσ q˙ + q˙
Tβθσ q + q
TβTθσ q˙ + q
Tγθσ q
)
+ δTθσ q˙ + η
T
θσ q + φθσ, (25)
or in the compact form:
Lθσ(Q, t) =
1
2
QT Mθσ Q+N
T
θσ Q+ φθσ, (26)
where
Mθσ =
(
αθσ βθσ
βTθσ γθσ
)
, NTθσ = (δ
T
θσ , η
T
θσ) , Q
T = (q˙T , qT ) , . (27)
Then the connections between Mθσ, Nθσ, φθσ and M, N, φ are given by the
following relations:
Mθσ =
3∑
i,j=1
ΞTij M Ξij , Ξij = Υi(M) Ξ Υj(Mθσ),
Nθσ = Y (Mθσ) ΞT Y (M)N, φθσ = N Tθσ Z(Mθσ)Nθσ − F .
(28)
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In more detail, the connection between coefficients of the Lagrangians Lθσ
and L is given by the relations:
αθσ = [α
− 1 − 1
2
(Θ βT α− 1 − α− 1 βΘ)− 1
4
Θ (βT α− 1 β − γ) Θ ]− 1 ,
βθσ = αθσ (α
− 1 β − 1
2
(α− 1Σ−Θ γ +Θ βT α− 1 β) + 1
4
Θ βT α− 1Σ) ,
γθσ = γ + β
T
θσ α
− 1
θσ βθσ − βT α− 1 β + 14 Σα− 1Σ
− 1
2
(Σα− 1 β − βT α− 1Σ) ,
δθσ = αθσ (α
− 1 δ + 1
2
(Θ η −Θ βT α− 1 δ)) ,
ηθσ = η + β
T
θσ α
− 1
θσ δθσ − βT α− 1 δ − 12 Σα− 1 δ ,
φθσ = φ+
1
2
δTθσ α
− 1
θσ δθσ − 12 δT α− 1 δ .
(29)
Note that αθσ, δθσ and φθσ do not depend on σ.
3 Noncommutative Schro¨dinger Equation and
Path Integral
The corresponding Schro¨dinger equation in this NCQM is
i ~
∂Ψ(q, t)
∂t
= Hθσ(kˆ, q, t)Ψ(q, t) , (30)
where kˆa = − i ~ ∂∂qa , a = 1, 2, · · · , n and Hθσ(kˆ, q, t) is given by (20). In-
vestigations of dynamical evolution have been mainly performed using the
Schro¨dinger equation and this aspect of NCQM is much more developed than
the noncommutative Feynman path integral. For this reason and importance
of the path integral method, we will in the sequel give priority to the descrip-
tion of this approach.
To compute a path integral, which is a basic instrument in Feynman’s
approach to quantum mechanics, one can start from its Hamiltonian for-
mulation on the phase space. However, when Hamiltonian is a quadratic
polynomial with respect to momentum k (see, e.g. [8]) such path integral on
a phase space can be reduced to the Lagrangian path integral on configura-
tion space. Hence, for the Hamiltonians (20) and (22) we have derived the
corresponding Lagrangians (25) and (26).
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The standard Feynman path integral [11] is
K(x′′, t′′; x′, t′) =
∫ x′′
x′
exp
(
i
~
∫ t′′
t′
L(q˙, q, t) dt
)
Dq , (31)
where K(x′′, t′′; x′, t′) is the kernel of the unitary evolution operator U(t)
and x′′ = q(t′′), x′ = q(t′) are end points. In ordinary quantum mechanics
(OQM), Feynman’s path integral for quadratic Lagrangians can be evaluated
analytically and its exact expression has the form [12]
K(x′′, t′′; x′, t′) = 1
(ih)
n
2
√
det
(
− ∂
2S¯
∂x′′a∂x
′
b
)
exp
(
2pii
h
S¯(x′′, t′′; x′, t′)
)
, (32)
where S¯(x′′, t′′; x′, t′) is the action for the classical trajectory. According to
(4), (5) and (6), NCQM related to the quantum phase space (pˆ, xˆ) can be
regarded as an OQM on the standard phase space (kˆ, qˆ) and one can apply
usual path integral formalism.
A systematic path integral approach to NCQM with quadratic Lagrangians
(Hamiltonians) has been investigated during the last few years in [7], [8] and
[9]. In [7] and [8], general connections between quadratic Lagrangians and
Hamiltonians for standard and θ 6= 0, σ = 0 NC are established, and this
formalism was applied to a particle in the two-dimensional noncommutative
plane with a constant field and to the noncommutative harmonic oscillator.
Paper [9] presents generalization of articles [7] and [8] towards noncommu-
tativity (4). The present article develops formalism of [9] and contains its
application to a charged particle in the noncommutative plane with homo-
geneous electric and perpendicular magnetic field.
If we know Lagrangian (7) and algebra (4) we can obtain the correspond-
ing effective Lagrangian (25) suitable for the path integral in NCQM. Ex-
ploiting the Euler-Lagrange equations
∂Lθσ
∂qa
− d
dt
∂Lθσ
∂q˙a
= 0 , a = 1, 2, · · · , n ,
one can obtain the classical trajectory qa = qa(t) connecting end points
x′ = q(t′) and x′′ = q(t′′), and the corresponding action is
S¯θσ(x
′′, t′′; x′, t′) =
∫ t′′
t′
Lθσ(q˙, q, t) dt .
Path integral in NCQM is a direct analogue of (32) and its exact expression
in the form of quadratic actions S¯θσ(x
′′, t′′; x′, t′) is
Kθσ(x′′, t′′; x′, t′) = 1
(ih)
n
2
√
det
(
− ∂
2S¯θσ
∂x′′a ∂x
′
b
)
exp
(
2 pi i
h
S¯θσ(x
′′, t′′; x′, t′)
)
.
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(33)
4 Particle in a Noncommutative Plane with
Electric and Perpendicular Magnetic Field
To illustrate many features of the above formalism, as well as to give a model
suitable for potential phenomenology (see, e.g. [10]), we consider a particle
of a charge e moving in a plane (x1, x2) with noncommutativity parameters
θ and σ. Let this particle be also under the influence of a homogeneous
electric field E along coordinate x1 and a homogeneous magnetic field B
perpendicular to the plane and oriented along the axis −x3. It is convenient
to start from the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian
H(p, x) =
1
2m
[
(p1 − eA1)2 + (p2 − eA2)2
]
+ e ϕ, (34)
where A1 = B2 x2 , A2 = − B2 x1 and ϕ = −E x1 . This dynamical system
is also very suitable to study possible phenomenological aspects of NCQM.
Using the inverse map of (11) we get the corresponding Lagrangian
L(x˙, x) =
m
2
(x˙21 + x˙
2
2) +
eB
2
(x˙1x2 − x˙2x1) + e Ex1. (35)
Employing formulas (21) and (29), one obtains respectively Hamiltonian
Hθσ(k, q) =
1
2µ
(k21 + k
2
2)−
λ
2µ
(k1q2 − k2 q1) + λ
2
8µ
(q21 + q
2
2)
+
θeE
2
k2 − eE q1 (36)
and Lagrangian
Lθσ(q˙, q) =
µ
2
(q˙21 + q˙
2
2) +
λ
2
(q˙1q2 − q˙2 q1)− µθeE
2
q˙2 + ν0 q1 +
µθ2e2 E2
8
,(37)
where
µ =
m
(1− θ eB
4
)2
, λ =
eB − σ
1− θ eB
4
, ν0 = e E
(
1 +
θ λ
4
)
. (38)
The above Hamiltonian and Lagrangian are related to the dynamics in non-
commutative plane, where NC is characterized by parameters θ and σ.
The Lagrangian given by (37) implies the Euler-Lagrange equations,
µ q¨1 + λ q˙2 = ν0, µ q¨2 − λ q˙1 = 0 . (39)
We transform the system (39) to two uncoupled third order differential equa-
tions
µ2 q
(3)
1 + λ
2 q
(1)
1 = 0, µ
2 q
(3)
2 + λ
2 q
(1)
2 − λ ν0 = 0 . (40)
The solution of the equations (40) has the following form
q1(t) = C1 + C2 cos(η t) + C3 sin(η t) ,
q2(t) = D1 +D2 cos(η t) +D3 sin(η t) +
ν0
λ
t , η =
λ
µ
.
(41)
Imposing connection between q1 and q2 by coupled differential equations (39),
we obtain C2 = D3 and D2 = −C3 . The constants C1, D1, C3 and D3 can be
fixed from initial conditions given by
q1(0) = x
′
1, q1(T ) = x
′′
1, q2(0) = x
′
2, q2(T ) = x
′′
2. (42)
By this way the corresponding constants become :
C1 =
x′1 + x
′′
1
2
+
x′2 − x′′2
2
cot
[T η
2
]
+
T ν0
2λ
cot
[T η
2
]
,
C3 =
−x′2 + x′′2
2
− x
′
1 − x′′1
2
cot
[T η
2
]
− T ν0
2λ
,
D1 =
x′2 + x
′′
2
2
− x
′
1 − x′′1
2
cot
[T η
2
]
− T ν0
2 λ
,
D3 =
x′1 − x′′1
2
− x
′
2 − x′′2
2
cot
[T η
2
]
− T ν0
2λ
cot
[T η
2
]
.
(43)
Inserting the above expressions for constants (43) into (41) we obtain solu-
tions of the Euler–Lagrange equations (39). For these solutions and their
time derivatives we find the following expression for Lagrangian (37):
Lθσ(q˙, q) =
1
8λ2µ
(
µ(4C1λ
2ν0 + µ(−2ν0 + θλe E)2) + 4λ2
×
(
(C3λ(D1λ + ν0 t)−D3 (C1λ2 − 3µν0 + θλµe E)) cos[ηt]
− ((C1C3 +D1D3)λ2 +D3λν0 t− 3C3µν0 + C3θλµe E) sin[ηt]
))
.
(44)
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Using (44), we finally compute the corresponding classical action
S¯θσ(x
′′, T ; x′, 0) =
T∫
0
Lθσ(q˙, q) dt =
λ
2
(
x′2 x
′′
1 − x′1 x′′2
)
+
ν0T
2
(
x′1 + x
′′
1
)
+
µν0
λ
(
x′′2 − x′2
)
+
θµeE
2
(
x′2 − x′′2
)
+
µT
8
(
− 4 ν
2
0
λ2
+ θ2e2E2
)
+
(x′1 − x′′1)2 λ2 + ((x′2 − x′′2) λ+ T ν0)2
4 λ
cot
[ η t
2
]
.
(45)
Finally, we obtain the determinant
det
(
− ∂
2S¯θσ
∂x′′a ∂x
′
b
)
=
λ2
4 sin2 [λT
2
]
, (46)
and the transition probability amplitude to reach the point (x′′, T ) from the
point (x′, 0) :
Kθσ(x′′, T ; x′, 0) = |λ |
2 i h |sin [λT
2
]| exp
(
2pii
h
S¯θσ(x
′′, T ; x′, 0)
)
, (47)
where S¯θσ(x
′′, T ; x′, 0) is given by (45). According to the Feynman approach
to QM, all information on our noncommutative quantum system is encoded
in the Kθσ(x′′, T ; x′, 0) in (47).
5 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
Let us mention that taking σ = 0, θ = 0 in the above formulas we recover
expressions for the Lagrangian L(q˙, q), classical action S¯(x′′, T ; x′, 0) and
probability amplitude K(x′′, T ; x′, 0) of the ordinary commutative case.
Note that a similar path integral approach with σ = 0 has been consid-
ered in the context of the Aharonov-Bohm effect [4], the Casimir effect, a
quantum system in a rotating frame [13], and the Hall effect [5] ( see also
reherences in [7, 8, 9]). Our investigation contains all quantum-mechanical
systems with quadratic Hamiltonians (19) (Lagrangians (7)) on noncommu-
tative phase space given by (4).
On the basis of the expressions presented in this article, there are many
possibilities to discuss noncommutative quantum-mechanical systems with
respect to various values of noncommutativity parameters θ and σ. We will
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discuss only some aspects of the two-dimensional model from the preceding
section taking electric field E = 0.
Since
[pˆia, pˆib ] = −i~ (eB − σ)
(
1− eBθ
4
)
εab , (48)
where pˆia = pˆa− eAˆa, a charged particle in the plane with the homogeneous
perpendicular magnetic field B and phase space NC (4) has motion under
an effective momentum NC depending on −(eB − σ)(1 − eBθ
4
). Recall that
p is a canonical momentum and pi is the corresponding physical one.
Note that the NC parameter σ appears in the form eB−σ, i.e. σ and eB
are on the equal footing. Accordingly, magnetic field B can be regarded as
a generator of the momentum NC with σ = −eB. In our galaxy and other
galaxies, there is evidence (see, e.g. [14] and [15]) of magnetic field B ∼
10−10T , (T = Tesla) which may generate an effective σ ∼ 10−29CT, (C =
Coulomb), relevant to dynamics of electrons and protons. In the expression
eB−σ one can regard σ as a result of an effective background magnetic field
and eB as the effect of a laboratory magnetic field.
It is also worth noting that there is a sense to introduce an effective
reduced Planck constant as
~eff = ~
(
1 +
θσ
4
)
, (49)
where one can take σ = −eB. The present values of θ and σ are very small
so that θσ
4
≪ 1 and consequently ~eff ≈ ~, but at very early times of the
universe evolution the situation might be very different. Suppose that at least
one of parameters θ and σ depends on cosmic time and let at very early stage
of the evolution θσ
4
≫ 1 and after that it decreased to a small value rapidly.
Then θσ
4
≫ 1 imposes ~eff ≫ ~ and the universe was in a strengthened
quantum state, which could significantly change our view of its beginning. It
follows that existence of θ 6= 0 and σ 6= 0, where the corresponding σ can be
generated by magnetic field, may modify ~, and this should play also some
role at very high energies.
Using annihilation and creation operators
a =
pi1 − ipi2√
2~effmω
, a† =
pi1 + ipi2√
2~effmω
, (50)
where the frequency
ω =
eB − σ
m
, (51)
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one can write the Hamiltonian (36), with noncommutative phase space (4)
and the electric field E = 0 , in the harmonic oscillator form
Hˆ = ω~eff
(
a†a +
1
2
)
(52)
with energy levels En = ω~eff (n+
1
2
) , where now ~eff = ~ (1− eB θ4 ). This is
an extended Landau problem which reduces to the standard one if σ = θ = 0.
The frequency ω can be at will controlled by magnetic field B. In particular,
ω = 0 if B = σ
e
, and ωB→0 = − σm as well as ω = eBm if eB ≫ σ.
In the very strong magnetic field B and E = 0 , the Lagrangian (37)
becomes
L =
2
θ
(x˙2 x1 − x˙1 x2). (53)
The corresponding canonical momentum is p1 =
∂L
∂x˙1
= −2
θ
x2 and
[xˆ1, pˆ1 ] =
[
xˆ1,−2
θ
xˆ2
]
= i~eff . (54)
In this limit one has a modified noncommutative configuration space with
[xˆ1, xˆ2] = −i~eff θ2 . The spacing between energy levels diverges like −~e
2B2θ
4m
and the system practically lives in the lowest level −~e2B2θ
8m
, which differs
from the standard Landau lowest level ~eB
2m
.
Summarizing, the main results of this paper are:
(i) compact presentation of classical and quantum mechanics related to
the phase space NC (4);
(ii) explicit formulae (29) for coefficients of quadratic Lagrangian in non-
commutative regime with respect to the coefficients of commutative one;
(iii) general expressions of the Schro¨dinger equation (30) and the Feyn-
man path integral (33) for noncommutative quadratic Hamiltonian (20) and
Lagrangian (25);
(iv) Feynman path integral (47) and energy spectrum (52) for a charged
particle in the noncommutative plane with perpendicular magnetic field; and
(v) introduction of the effective noncommutative Planck constant (49),
which could have significant cosmological implications.
At the end, it is worth mentioning that there are some other commutation
relations similar to (4), which by linear transformations of canonical variables
can be converted to the usual Heisenberg algebra (5). This will be presented
elsewhere.
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